
Current resources available in the subscribing CASSOS states are listed below as follows: 

Barbados 
The Barbados Civil Aviation Department (BCAD) currently has four inspectors trained in 
aircraft accident investigation.  They comprise two airworthiness,  one flight operations, 
and one security.  Refresher training for one of the airworthiness inspectors is overdue 
since accident investigation training was received some thirteen years ago. A complete 
set of aircraft accident investigation regulations have recently been passed and are to be 
gazetted shortly.  

 
Trinidad 

Most of the inspectors from the TTCAA received the Aircraft Accident Investigation 
training. However, many received this training more than 10 years ago. Additionally, 
none of the inspectors have received any practical training in event of an accident, except 
for those exposed to the recent Caribbean Runway Excursion in 2012 at the Cheddi Jagan 
International Airport in Timerhi Guyana. 

Jamaica 
The Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (JCAA) currently has five inspectors trained in 
accident investigation. They comprise of four airworthiness and one flight operations 
inspector. Two inspectors (one Air worthiness and one Operation) have been part of a 
major aircraft accident investigation. Refresher training is required for one airworthiness 
inspector as  this  accident investigation training was completed some 18 years ago. 
Three newly employed inspectors will need accident investigation training, (two which 
will attend training at the NTSB facility Washington DC in January of 2017 

Suriname 
CASAS has agreements within the SAM for AIG training. However they will accept 
training within the CASSOS group as the CASAS party to CASSOS. Accident 
investigations in Suriname are by law the responsibility of the Attorney General’s Office. 

Haiti 
The OFNAC has not developed an AI Manual and has no trained inspectors. This State 
will need to train inspectors in AI procedures. 

 

Flight Data  
At this time no CASSOS state has the capability or facilities for flight data read out and 
analysis. 

GO Kits  
Within the various CASSOS states go kits have been developed some are in need of 
refurbishment.   


